Abstract
Introduction
Until recently, image analysis and image compression have been studied independently. Over the past few years the interest in combining the two has increased. Researchers are beginning to see the benefits of analyzing compressed images without decompression. A few of the advantages of combining image analysis and image compression techniques include a decrease in memory usage, a decrease in processing time and an increased efficiency in database retrieval.
Many applications rely on efficient image compression schemes. Video conferencing, image databases, surveillance, and image networks are examples of such applications. These applications require the compression of images for efficiency. In some cases, image quality, and/or data that can be extracted from the images is important. The need for image compression and analysis remains key to these applications. This paper demonstrates recognition of 3D compressed images illustrated on traffic monitoring applications.
A traffic monitoring network which relies on image compression schemes may consist of a hierarchical image network as shown in Figure 1 . This network utilizes realtime image processing to count vehicles, and determines vehicle speeds and vehicle density. These networks also transmit image data to higher levels in the network for accident or traffic flow analysis. A traffic monitoring system which saves on processing time is essential for efficient operation of the system. The goal of this research is to develop a 3D compression algorithm which allows recognition from compressed image data without decompression.
Recognition of Compressed Image without Decompression
Three applications are being developed for recognition of an image in the 3D compressed domain. These applications are vehicle counting, vehicle speed detection and vehicle matching. Vehicle counting requires object detection and tracking. Vehicle speed detection requires object mo- tion estimation. Vehicle matching utilizes template matching and scaling of the images. These applications, though specific to traffic monitoring, demonstrate the capabilities of the system and can be used on any system requiring recognition of 3D compressed images. The system consists of three modules: 3D image acquisition, compression, and recognition. Figure 2 shows the overview of the system. The 3D image acquisition module receives three input images and produces the edge depth map of the center image. The compression module uses the edge depth map, edge map and the center image to compress the attributes of the image. The recognition unit uses the 3D compressed data to determine the vehicle count, vehicle speed or vehicle matching without decompressing the image. The results can be stored into memory or be transmitted over the network to higher level control centers.
The 3D compression algorithm begins with a 3D image acquisition. 3D information is used to distinguish objects in a scene. Conventional 2D compression algorithms are not conducive to detection of partially occluded objects, but the 3D information along with color allows the system to detect partially occluded objects.
Stereo vision algorithms have used two or more cameras. The two camera approach produces correspondence errors. Our system uses three cameras. The third camera is used to reduce the number of missed correspondences. Additionally, our system [ 11 uses feature correlation rather than area correlation as in Kanade's system [3] . Feature correlation is faster due to the decrease in data and the decrease in calculations in the algorithm. The 3D image acquisition is based on a trinocular vision algorithm [2] which produces an edge depth map of the center image. Figure 6 displays a histogram of the number of edge points versus depth that can be constructed after bin averaging. The significant peaks correspond to objects in the original image. The three peaks correspond to the sign on the left, the vehicle in the closest lane and the parked vehicle which is partially occluded.
Compression
The goal of the compression algorithm is two-fold; ( I ) to compress the data as much as possible without losing any of the relevant information, and (2) to provide a representation of the data which is conducive to object recognition. The decision was made to use a contour based lossy compression method based on Mizuki's algo-
Mizuki proposed a 2D compression algorithm, which has been extended to 3D in this research. The algorithm produces a high compression ratio and enhances the recognition component of the system.
Marshall [6] uses a contour based compression method for shape recognition. Marshall's work assumes that a contour with length larger than some threshold is an object. This assumption creates a problem if the contour of an object is disconnected. An object with 2 or more long contours would be considered to be more than one object. The differences between Marshall's algorithm and this compression algorithm is the addition of three-dimensional data and the allowance of broken contours. Although Marshall's method has problems with overlapping objects and objects consisting of several contours, his work demonstrates the potential of a contour based compression domain used for shape recognition.
Many image processing schemes use the edge information as a guide in object recognition, for this reason a contour based algorithm was used [7] . The contours provide a skeleton of the contents of the image which is used for recognition of objects as well as compression.
The algorithm focuses on retaining information relevant to recognition, such as contour, color, and distance attributes. A flow chart of the steps are shown in Figure 5 . A description of the components are as follows:
Depth Map The depth map contains the distance of edge pixels from the center camera. The method of determining the distance is described in Section 3.
Contour Coding
The contours are determined by tracing edges with similar color and distance information. The contours are then coded by using the start location and the directional codes for subsequent points in the contour. Short contours are eliminated.
Meancoding
The mean RGB value of pixels between contours is coded.
Distance Coding
The mean distance value of contour pixels is coded.
Color Extraction RGB values for pixels between contours is determined and a line approximation is used to represent the information.
Color Coding The endpoints of the line approximating
the RGB values for pixels between contours is coded.
Binary Block Matching
The edge maps from two consecutive images are used to determine the motion vectors of each n x n block.
Error Coding
The reconstructed image from the motion vectors is compared with the second image to produce an error which is encoded. The algorithm combines contour, color, and distance attributes to produce an image coding system which can be used for recognition.
Recognition
The transportation industry has always been concerned with the efficient and safe movement of traffic. The data gathered from traffic monitoring is used to make real-time traffic control decisions which affect the movement and safety of traffic. This research is geared towards highway monitoring to demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of recognition of 3D compressed images. Current traffic monitoring systems have problems with shadows and overlapping vehicles [4], [5] . The 3D data will provide the necessary information to eliminate the problems of shadows and overlapping vehicles. Three applications (vehicle counting, vehicle speed detection and vehicle matching) will demonstrate the feasibility of the system. All three applications require the detection of vehicles in the image. Vehicle counting and vehicle speed detection require the tracking of vehicles in subsequent scenes. Vehicle speed detection utilizes motion estimates to determine the vehicle speeds. The following sections discuss the significant components for recognition: detection of vehicles in a scene, tracking of vehicles in subsequent scenes, and motion estimations of vehicles.
Detection of Vehicles
Vehicle counting, speed detection and vehicle matching rely on the detection of vehicles in a scene. Detection methods utilizing color, edge and depth maps still apply in the 3D compressed domain. The 3D compressed image retains these attributes which allows for object detection. Each vehiclein the scene consists of several contours.
In detecting the vehicle within the 3D compressed data, a histogram of the number of edges at given distances can be constructed and used to classify the vehicles. Figure 6 shows the histogram of the edges from the image used in Figure 4 . Based on the histogram the edges can be classified, distinguishing the objects in the scene. Figure 6 shows an example of the detection of vehicles using only the distance and proximity information.
In vehicle matching, the color can be used in the detection of a vehicle. The probability of finding the same car in different images can increase if the color is used as an indicator. Database searches also rely on the color of objects in the images. In the compression method, color attributes are retained and can be used to detect vehicles. A search of the compressed image database may be initiated for a particular color vehicle. The correct image(s) and the location of the vehicle(s) in the images can be determined from the color information. Figure 7 displays the result of searching for a yellow car in the compressed image. Using both distance and color to detect vehicles in an image or database is extremely useful for traffic monitoring applications.
'hacking Vehicles in Subsequent Images
Once a vehicle has been detected, vehicle counting and speed detection require tracking of the vehicle through subsequent images. Tracking of the vehicle can be determined assuming only translational motion of the contours. The Groups of contours are assigned to a vehicle by the detection component. Tracking the vehicle will consist of matching the overall color of the vehicle or if necessary the color distribution of the contours. Also matching the shape or more precisely the grouping of the contours which make up the car is important in ensuring the correct vehicle has been located. Another key component is the method to search for the corresponding vehicle. Specifically, the difficulty arises in deciding where to search. Limiting the search of vehicles and checking the most likely positions first can increase the performance and decrease the processing time of the system.
Speed Estimation
Once a vehicle has been detected and tracked through subsequent images, an estimate of the speed can be determined using the three-dimensional data. The location of the vehicle can be determined in the 3D domain from the calculation of the depth map. The tracking and frame speed is enough information to estimate the speed of the vehicle through subsequent images. To estimate the speed, the x,y, and z component of the average velocity is calculated and the magnitude of the average velocity is taken as the estimated speed of the vehicle. All velocity components follow this basic form:
where Xi is the x-coordinate in the real world of a point in the izh frame, j is the difference between the two frames used to calculate the average speed, and F, is the frame rate. The magnitude of the velocity is
The speed of the vehicle will be calculated by taking the average of all points with known estimated speed for the particular vehicle. The motion vectors can be used to estimate the speed once the vehicles have been detected.
Conclusion
This research focuses on recognition of 3D compressed images without decompression. Traffic monitoring applications are developed to demonstrate the benefits of combining image processing and image compression techniques to produce an efficient system which can be used for image networking systems and dynamic route guidance. Any applications requiring the transmission, storage and processing of images can benefit in reduced usage of memory and processing time by combining processing and compression. The combination of compression and processing is a natural extension of image compression, utilizing its attributes and increasing its benefits. The increasing interest in this combination may lead to new image compression standards which will focus on the capability of recognition without decompression as well as compression performance.
